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Mineralogical Study of Lindley 
Soil in Missouri 
IN TRODUCTION 
Detailed chemical lnd mincnlogicaJ studies have been. mlde of sever-
al soils from diverse puent materials in Missouri. These include the Put-
nlm soil, derived from shallow 10($$ (~8)··, rhe Ashe soil from gnnire 
(27) 1n unm.med soil from diabase rock (27), the Ti!sit soil from sand· 
stone (23), the ~rion soil from d~p loess (2,). rhe Grundy soil (rom 
moderately deep loess (23), and the gumbociJ as a parent material (26). 
The general purpose in e2ch C1Se was to relate (he processes of mincnl 
w('1thering, cl:ay formlnion alld soil dc,-eJopmcm to parem material, un-
der thc climatic conditions of Missouri. 
The swdy reported here continues this gcncr::l.1 type of investigation, 
with special emphuis upon X-ray teChniques. These techniques have: been 
grad y improved in recent yeus. By their use il is now possible to make 
npid qU1nti rariv( detenninuions of the mineral species in the silt and 
sand frn:tions of soils. Previously, bboriou$ optial methods had to be 
used. Study of the weathering products, that is, of the cuy miner:als, also 
has been gr~cly faciliQted by these methods; although, as we shall see, 
fully quantiutive determinations are not yet possible in all cases. 
The Lindley soi l, derived from glacial till, was purposely chosen be· 
ouse it would na.nmlly inherit a. highly complex mineral assemblage. It 
should provide a. critic::a.1 [est of modern methods and the experience gain. 
ed could be applied to other soils. For this reason the present report 
Stresses procedures used in the X·ray investigation of soil fractions. 
· Gr1d .... 'e $lUd(fl' in lOlls (II pr.,.."" ~ 0/6eu, Chemi'<ry Di..-ision, Carudian 
Df;putmenl of Agricu.lf\l~) ln4 Professor of Soils, respectivdy. 
The expc,imcmaJ ITI1lcrW il taken from the M.S. thesis of J. E. Brydon (fI,iried HA 
sf\ldy of Ihe mineralogy of a Lindky loam .oil profile." The Sludy form. pur of me 
Df;put<ru:m of Soils Rescvch Project 6, "H~vy Clays." 
u Numben in parenlhc:$C:$ f1:fer ro Refc,C1lCCS listed in lite bKIc of ,lte bulle-tin. 
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REVIEW OF X-RAY METHODS FOR SAN D 
A!\'D SILT FRACTIONS 
The use of X-f2Y techniques for quantitative dcterminations in the 
coarser m:lCcrials of soils began in 1947, when Whiteside (:59) determined 
quartz, feldspars and free cubonatc:s using a sranaa.rd omera. The: degree 
of blackening of the: film :H 1ngular posi tions Chlucccristic of a given 
mineral may be used to estimlltc the quantity of that miner:al in a mix-
ture, provided. that the experiment::!.l conditions are carefully controllo:l 
:lnd held uniform. The: X.n y powder diffuccion cone should be uniform 
so that the: line produced on the photographic film is even. Whilcside 
pr~ntcd films of the 2 to :i-micron fl"1lction and the 40 to 50-micron 
fraction which showed, st rikingly, the effect of luge partide size. In thc: 
fine fraction, there were enough particles in random orientation [0 give 
diffnction effects in every possible direction. Brindley (61, Chapter I) 
points out that this property of the sample is extremely important and 
that care mUSt be taken [0 avoid rhe production of effective large particles 
by an aggregation of smaller ones. 
Whiteside also Slated that the intensity of the primary X-ray beam 
and the (juanriry of the marerial exposed to the bam mUSt be controlled.. 
An accurare check of thesc factors may be obtained by rhe use of internal 
standards (18), i.e., the addition of a definite Cjuantiry of a crystalline ma-
terial whose diffraction effects may be compared from one sample to an-
other_ The ratio of the density of the lines of the desired mineral to that 
of the inrernal standard was a Iin~r function of the perctntage of the de-
sired constirutnt. 
Jeffries (31) also outlined a procedure in 1947 for the quali tative esti-
mation of the essential or major minerals in soils using a recording X-ray 
difftaClometer. According to him, these minetals (quam:, feldspar, mica 
and the clay minerals) are the mOSt abundant in sediments and may ac-
Count for the mineral chancteristic$ of soils. The X-ny diffractometer 
was proposed as a rapid means of obtaining the distribution of these min-
erals in soils. Focusing of the X-ny beam on the sample increases the in-
tensity of the reflections and permits the exposure of a large area to the 
primary beam (31). 
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Difficulties arise in preparing specimens for the diffnctometer as well 
as in the camen technique. To obtain a uniform exposed surface which is 
chancteristic of the bulk sample, McCreary (33) has proposed a method 
of specimen preparation. The sample is sieved into the aluminum mounts, 
the powder t1.mpcd and pressed gendy, and after covering with a glass 
slide, the holder is inverted and placed in the goniometer. Good repro-
ducibility of the relative diffraction intensities of the componentS in syn· 
thetic mixtures was obrained using this method. 
The intensity of the primary X-ray beam annOt be controlled mote 
accurately in the diffractometer than with the powder camera method hut 
the quantiry of material exposed will remain essentully the same with the 
diffractometer. Ho~vcr, the variation in Ihe relative amounts of the con· 
stituents of a sample at the exposed surface may be serious. Preferred 
orientation, which gives rise to Spotty lines on the powder photographs, 
may cause large crtOrs in the interpreration of the diffractometer patterns. 
The rorating specimen holder alleviates, at least partially, the lattct 
difficulty (9). 
With the advent of the GeigeHoumer X-ny difl"f2ctometcr in 194~, 
it was possible to measure the intensities with highet accuracy than with 
the photognphic method. Klug. Alexander and Kummer (32) have in· 
vestigated and em.blished the accuracy and reproducibility with which 
quantitative analysis can be accomplished. From their work sevenl points 
wete apparent. 
I. Quam samples of different origin gave different intensities of the 
diffraction maxima. 
2. Large particles decreased the intensity as measured by peak height 
and an upper limit of' microns was established for accurarc me:uurcmenf. 
3. The mCllsurement of heights gave better reproducibility than did 
the measurement of arCliS for '-micron quartz when pure and when pres-
ent in a mixture. 
4. The accuracy of mC25uremem is less if quarn: is present in a mix· 
ture than if it is undiluted. 
,. The mCllsuremenr of the area under the peaks was more accurate 
for ground sodium chloride and was attributed to the presence of a wide 
particle size dimibudon. The mcasuremem of peak heights was satisfac-
tory only if the partieles were greater than 0.1 micron or if the size dil-
tribution was idcnriaJ from sample to sample. 
6. D isplacement of the specimen by 1 mm. in the X-ray beam gave 
the same angular position of the peak but the intensity varied a maximum 
of 20 percent. However, the benefits of a lOra ting sample holder were not 
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proved conclusively. 
7. Specimens prep:ned by flowing l su.~pension onto a microscope 
slide with l binding :tgenc wert found (0 be loa thin for optimum in-
tensities and the thickness of the films was difficult to reproduce. Good 
reproducibility WlS obt:.lined in all C1l.SCS where the specimens were pre· 
p:lred as a powder pressed gendy into the ovity of an ordinU)' microscope 
drop slide, 
8. The di/ferem amounts of lbsorpdon by the components of:l. mix-
mrc: made it nece~ry to ~dopt the use of an internal sundard to complre 
the f~tios of peak heights. 
9. The precision W:lS not good enough using the auromatic recorder 
and a slower sc:anning speed did nor increase the precision. For accurate 
work {he intensities were m~ured by stepwise manual counting. 
10. The response of rhe machine was found ro change from day to 
day but in anyone day rhe response was constant. 
II. A standard curve was prepared by plotting rhe rario of the in· 
tensity of the quartz line at 3.33 A ro rhar of the inremal standard (fluo-
rite) at 3.16 A. This curve was a straight line down to 10 percenr quarrz 
and curved from 10 ro 0 percent. In using the curve for samples contain· 
ing more than 10 percent quartz, the error was nrely greater chan ± 10 
percent and usually less than ± 5 perCent of the amount of quam preserJr. 
The rheorerical aspects of the absorprion of X-rays by flat powder 
specimens were considered by Alexander and Klug in a later paper (I). 
Three cases were discussed; the more general one being a mixture of /I 
components. The absorbing power of rhe desired unknown is not equal 
to that of the diluents and an internal standard may be added in order 10 
consrrucr a standard curve. The concentration now becomes proportional 
to the C"atios of the peak heights of rhe internal standard to rhe desired 
unknown. 
T he variation of the X·ray diffraction peak intensities from quartz 
samples of differenr origin has been investigated by Pollack tt af. (49). 
Mixtures were prepared using rock crystal qU:HtZ dilured wirh calcium 
carbonare and having 0.5 gm. fluorite per gm. of sample as an internal 
standard. Standard curves were consrructed in the usual manner and the 
intensities of the quartz 3.35 A peaks in the various samples weu com· 
pared with rhem. The standard working curve was found to vary from 
time to time but the differences obrained between rock crystal quarrz ~d 
samples of cryptocrystalline <juartz, flint, jasper, clIalcedony, and others 
were striking. Only jasper contained crystalline impurities (hemarite) and 
rhree possibilities were proposed ro explain rhe orher differences; viz., 
dilution by non-crysralline impurities, variations in diffraction inrensiry of 
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different v~rieties of silic~ and some inconsistences in the merhod used. 
No amorphous m~terial was appatent by oprical examination of amethyst 
and ch::llcedony, and experimental errors were not sufficient to account for 
all of the variations. The ~uthors concluded that, while the v~riation in 
tho:': quam sampks was real, quartz could be used as an indicator minetal 
in studies of soil genesis where the paro:':nt mllurial was uniform. They 
emphasized that <juanritative analysis re<J.uires cardully standardized work-
ing conditions and fre<J.uenr checking of standard samples. 
In view of these considerations, it was proposed [0 adopt the meth-
od of Philhppe and White (47) ro the analysis of <jUlflZ, microcline and 
albire in the silt and sand fractions of the Lindley silt loam profile. An 
explanation of the use of the term "albite" is necessary. Examination of 
rhe dara publiShed by the A.S.T.M. (3) indicates that the patrerns of all 
the plagioclase feldspars are similar. When small amOUlllS of these min-
erolls are prescn! in a mixrure. only one strong reflection, the (040), is ap-
paten! and, therefore, it is impossible to state on this basis which miner-
ai or minerals are involved. In view of the use in the lirerarure of albitt 
as the cause of rhe 3.20 A peak (20. 47), the same terminology will be 
used in this investig.ltion. 
REVIEW OF X_RAY METHODS FOR CLAY FRACTIONS 
In the identification of the clay miner~ls from the X-ray patterns of 
natural systems containing one or more minenls, the investigator has 
twO alternatives. The first is (0 do X.ray determin~tions of reference or 
srandard minerals which are likely to appear in the unknown sample. 
These must be treated in a manner identical with that used on the un-
known since much depends on the uniformity of experimental techni<jue 
used (61, Chapter XIV). A di tect comparison of the unknown with the 
standuds wi!! serve to identify the material if the patterns are identical. 
The second alternative is to compare the list of interpl:ll1ar spacings or d 
values and the rehtive intensitio:':s of the rdlttl10ns with published data 
(3,21,61, :md others). However, sim:e the published data have been 0b-
tained from various sources which may appear to give contndictory re-
sults, the former altemative is prderable. Even this direct comparison Jus 
limiutions, because of the variability of the reference materials, particular-
ly where the clay minenls are concerned (61, Chapter XIV). 
K~olinite is the commonest clay mineral with a 1:1 type of lattice. 
There is, apparo:':nrly, a slight degree of proxying of one (ation for an-
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other and no external orions or w:ner molecules occur between the layers 
(~O). The layers are hdd together with 11 hydroxyl bond strong enough 00 
give risc to 11 la rge: num~r of layers superimposed upon one another 
wi thin 11 given p:uticlc. There is 11 high degree of regularity and the min-
eral gives l slurp X-ny diffracrion p:,m(:m with 11 C axis spacing 00 A. 
The complete pattern has been published by Brindley (61. Chapter II ). 
Hydrous miC1 or LIlite hu 11 2:1 lanice similar to that of muscovite 
but with different and variable lattice subsritutions. The muscovite and 
biotite micas have a slightly sma./ler baSilI spacing than illite:, md the: re-
flections from the prismatic planes are shuper lind morc regubr. The 
!::uge potassium ion which ntisfies the excess neg1tive charge due to lat-
tice substitutions is situated between the layers such that it fits into the 
hex1gon::u holes of 1dj1cent layers. This nice fit prevents exp1nsion and 
exchangeability of the poussium ions and, therefore, the basal spacing 
remains fixed al about 10 A. (61, Olapler V). 
The minerals of the montmorillonite group have a lattice structure: 
simibr to the micas except that there is different lutice substitution, and 
a reversible expansion and contraction of the 11yers in the C axis direc· 
tion depending on the water content (40, 51). Different amountS of ex· 
pansi on may occur simultaneously in the same s1mple, giving rise 10 a 
br01d diffuse band on its X.r:ty putern. This can be eliminated by in· 
troducing ethylene glycol (7) which is 1bsorbed in two byers ben .. ·ttf\ 
the montmorillonite units, giving a bual spacing of 17 A. 
Because of the simibrity of the structures, it might be expened that 
intimate mixing of layers of different minerals would occur within a 
single particle. Euly workers reported mixed structures but it remained 
for the theoretic::u trC2tment to sort out the vuious possibilities (61, 
Chapter Xl). 
Mixed l:ayer structures occur when miner:als of different type: (e.g. 
montmorillonite alld illite) or a single mineral h:aving different hydra. 
tion Stlo tCS (montmorillonite) are intentratificd. MacE .... ':lfl (!t' ) h:as sr:ared 
that there :are three: main types: 
1. Rtgu14r IntmlMlifo4lion: The diffracdon effect of this type is due 
to the periodicity of the stacking; i.e., a new unit cell is effectively pro-
duced which COntains a multiple of the individu:allayers. The best ex:am· 
pie of this type is chlorite in which brucite-like layers :are mixed regularly 
with mica.type: layers, giving a 14 A b:asa! spacing (10 A + 4 A) 2nd an 
integral series of (001) reflections. In the hypothetic:al c:ase of one water 
sheet between every thi rd mica sheet, the "identity period" (3') will be 
!t5AA (3 x 10 + '-4) and there will be a series of higher orders at sub-
multiples of 3HA. 
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2. Rantwm InUrslratiji<alion: As a first approximation, this situation 
will give rise to a basal spacing corresponding to a weighted mean of the 
spacings of the constituent minenals (61, p. lOS) but a non-integral series 
of higher order basal reflections will luise depending on the relative 
amounts of the two constituents which are present. Thc mathematial re-
lationships for this type of interstratification have been worked ou t by 
Hendrickson and Teller (24) and developed funhcr by Maing (42). The 
practical applications havc been pointed OUt by MacEwan (~') and by 
Brown and l-bcE~n (1',61). The Ime! authors have calculated a seri~ 
of curves for the incensity of reflections as a function of 100l d where d 
is the measured bani spacing of the mixed layer Structure. Thc alteration 
of the diffraction pam:rn by different proportions of the two-layer types 
will consist of a movement of peaks. There is not an exact straight-line 
relationship beno.·COl the position of the peak and the relative proportion,<i 
of the twO types of layer: therefore, reference must be made to the curves. 
The direction of movement depends on the closeness of the (001) reflec-
dons of one type to those of the other_ For exampk. a mixture of mica 
(to A) and vermiculite (U A) will have a peak intermediate between 10 
A and 15 A, whereas a mixture of hydrous mica (10 A) and glycolated 
monrmorillonite (17 A) will have a peak between the hydrous mica fitSt 
order (10 A) and the montmorillonite second order (8.5 A) reflections. 
The thoory is elegant in th:lt ir enables one to determine therroportion 
of each type of mineral simply by measuring the posi tions 0 the peaks 
and comparing them with the gnphs, providing that the na ture of the 
componentS is known and that it is only a type 2 intcntratilication. 
J. ZQnal !Xgrtgatian: This siruadon occurs when zo~ of uniform con-
sti!Ulioll differing from the: re:st of the structure are prescnt in a single 
parricle and bands of various shapes occur depending on the constirutioo 
of the unit. An interesting case occurs when there is more water hctween 
one pair of layers in one posirion than in another in such a way that a 
mica with a uniform 10 A lOne in the center has expanded edges due to 
hydration. Since this type of imerstratification may include the other twO, 
tbe thl':Ofetical analysis is complicated and as yer has nOt been completely 
worked OUt. 
Bradley (8, 9) has considered. the firSt tWO types of inrersrratification 
and presented X-ray photographs giving examples. He suggestS (9) that 
an assembbge intermediate between these twO types would give scatrering 
cffCC'ts at very small angles which are unresolved from shorr wave length 
diffnction cffectS, but that the present theory does not give an adcquare 
explanation. In t9H, Bradlcy (10) considered. the scattering effCC'ts from 
mixtures of the first tWO types of intersu::uification within a single: dif-
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fracring unit or "coherently saru::ring domain." Theoretical scanering dis-
lribution curves and X-ray diffraction patterns of iJlite-chloritc-montmoril· 
lonite mixtures were shown. The mixtures were given v:uious heat treat-
ments :lrld solvation to resolve the components. 
Ideally, in X· ray difffl1cdon of powder samples the specimen should 
have completdy random erienralion. Because of the micaceous character 
of rhe clay minerals and the small p:utide size, this is difficult to obtain 
and, consequently, the rela tive intensities of the baul reflections and the 
genefl11 reflecrions may vary. On the other hand, it is rdatively easy to 
prepare a umple in which there: is a ",:dl ordered orientation. 
Bfl1dley (I al. (12) in 1937 produced this preferred orientarion by the 
stress involved in smearing a day pasre on a 10 mm. glass tubing mel dry. 
ing it. This gave a "paper-like" sheet with good enough orientation to 
give interference figures under a petrographic microscope. These films 
wen:: foond to give s.cveral orders of the basal reflection which were: sharp 
and more intense dun the ones from powder specimens. 
Nagelschmidt (45) obtained similar oriented aggregate! by allowing 
dlly suspensions to evaporite slowly on a fiat surface in which case the 
basal planes were parallel (0 the plane of scdimentation. Strips were CUt 
and mounted in the cameras and gave sh:up baS2! spacings. Nagclschmidr 
Hates that the latter are the most uscful characteristics for differentiating 
between the day groups in mixtures when the grain-size is snull. Jeffries 
(31) prepared mountS for the X-fl1y spectrometer by IT12king a paste on a 
microscope slide of the dry clay wi th amyl aceute and allowing it to dry. 
Talvenheimo and White (H) used a sedimenution technique similar to 
that of Nagelschmidt to prepare specimens with prefened orientation for 
analysis with the X-ray spectrometer. 
Nagelschmidt (44), in 1937, observed that diocrahednl and uiocra-
hedral micas could be differenriated on the basis of the (060) refle<tion 
and the relative intensiries of the basal spacings. The muscovite type gave 
an (060) peak at DO A with a strong se<ond order basal reflection, where-
as biotite gave an (060) response between 1.53 A and l.n A with the 
(002) peak weak or absent. Brown (61) has calculated the effects of sub-
stitutions of Fe in the octahedral layer of the micas and has plotted the 
basal spacing intensities aglinst the amount of subsdrution in diocrmedral 
and trioctahedral micas. After determining whether an unknown mica 
mineral is dio(uhedral or trioctahedral, it is possible to estimate the 
amount of substirution of Fe by multiplying the measured. intensities by 
a factor of lIsin 0 and comparing these values with Brown's charrs. 
MacEwan (61) has shown that the (060) reflection may be used to 
calculate the a. and bo lattice parameters. The (060) spacing in AngstrOm 
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units multipli~d by six giv~s bo. ~nd th~~. p~r2m~t~r mlly be c2lcu· 
bted from th~ (~l~tion b. ::: aoY3. Obviously th~ Co dimcruion will vary 
lIccording to th~ interlay~r water conter.t and the inter.by~r cations, ~nd 
it can be derermim:d from the me:l.Surement of the basal spacings. 
The effen of di fferent exch2nge cations on the clay min~1'lI1s has re-
ceived 2 gre;1; t d~al of anention. ~"brshaJl (36) showed rhat the e1e<trioJ 
birefringence of mommorillonifC "ari~d wirh the C)[ch2ngeable ation 2f'Id 
that the e;1;tions wer~ distribured in the interlayer spaces. Ill ite and bo. 
linite h2ve their exchangeable: e;1;tions si tuated ~long the broken edges of 
the planar uni ts. It hu bc:c:n found that the cations have no effect on the 
X-I'lIY diffraction peak positions of il!ite and kaolini te but rh2t the mont· 
morillonite b:l5al spacing varies considerably. Hendricks It al. (24) have 
shown that the basal spacing ma.y have a uniform or a disordered distribu· 
t ion depending upon the ~xchange;1;bk e;1;tions present. 
Barshad (4) has investigat~d rhe effect of the illterlayer cations on 
the lattice expansion of air-dry water-saturated lind glycero).sarurated ver· 
miculite 2nd montmorillonite, and Talvenheimo and While (~4), using 
a diffl'llctomettt te<hnique, me:l$ureG the effect of different (al ions on the 
diffraction mllximll for bentonite. The results of Ihese work~rs were simi· 
lar. Barshad stated that interlayer expansion wu nOI confined to mOnt-
morillonite but was a general propetly of th~ micas. The micas contain-
ing non~xchangeable K ions were non~xpanding but, when K + W2S re-
moved by chemical treatment, the lattice beeame expansive. Montmoril-
lonite satur2tcd with K retlins inrerlayer water one molecule thick in 
the air-dry lnd wet state;. It also holds glycerol only one molttule thick 
(14 A). 
Talvenheimo and White (H) showed that saturation with e2 or Mg 
ions intensified the basal spacings of lir-dry mOlHmoriIJonite, and at-
tributed [his to a higher degree of orient2tion of the water molecules 
which increased the preferential orientation of the montmorillonite layers. 
T hey found that 100 percent sanltarion with e2 ions was nOI needed ro 
give good diffraction m2Xima. S2turation wi th G. and Mg ions ""?oS found 
to alter the illite baul spacing buc chis alteration W2S attributed to ~n in-
[erstratification of illi te and mOntmorillonite in the sample which they 
used. The position of the kaolinite peaks was unchanged and the intensity 
varied only slightly using the different (ations. These authors proposed a 
set of experimental conditions for the 2nalysis of gener:ll polycomponent 
systems of kaolinite. illite, a.nd montmorillonite as follows: 
The clay is Slt\lrared wi rh Ca Or Mg. solv:tted wi th gly«rol, and deposired 
on microscope slides such thn there is ~ mg. of clay per square inch. The 
suspension is dried at 8 percent rehtive humidity and analyzed. 
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The G. clay used 6y Talvenhcimo and White was prep'lCed by :adding 
small amouncs of Ca Ambc:rlite co the H clay, removing the Amberlile, 
and re:pe2ting undl the clay suspension gave a neutral reaction. One drop 
of glycerol w:u added per' to '0 mg. of clay to solvate it; the suspen-
sion was allowed 10 stand for 12 houts. T heir results showed that the 
ntio of mg. of glycerol 10 mg. of clay did nOI change the position of 
illite or moncmorillonite spacing from 10 A and 17.9 A bUI it did chmgc: 
the intensity of the reflections. The greatest imensity of the illite occurred 
when no glycerol was presem; for montmorillonite, i( occurred when the 
gm. glycerol/gm. day was 0.'. MacEwan (34), however, has shown that 
with glycol-<:lay complc:xes less glycol is needed if the day is in a water 
suspension. He concluded that glycol moleculc:s determined the expan· 
sion dimensions, with water molc:cules filling in the exrra space. 
Talvenheimo and White ('4) prepared film specimcns of varying 
thickness to obn.in optimum diffraction chancterisdcs. They StatM that 
[he diffraction of X-rays was a linear function of the number of reflect-
ing planes until Iimiled by the absorplion and exdnction of incidem and 
reflected radiation. This "$:ltw-adon thickness" was found to occur when 
each square inch of the film eomainc:d , mg. of cby. 
After the clay suspensions had been placed upon Ihe slides, these 
aUlhors determined Ihe effect of evaporating the suspension in atmos-
pheres of various reladve humidi ties. No changes were: observed in the 
posilions of the diffraction pe2ks but maximum intensities were: obrained 
by drying in 10 percent relative humidity. 
MATERIALS AN D METHODS 
Descriprion of the Lindley Soil Series and the Soil Samplcs 
The l indley soil series extends from north central and northeast Mis-
souri infO Iowa ('2) and consists of the rough, glacial, "white-oak" land 
2.Iong the srrc:mu (43). Nearly 2.11 of Missouri north of the Missouri river 
was covered by the Kansas glacier during Pleistocene time and, after re-
ceding, a mantle of drift of varying thickness remained. The northwest 
part of the Slate is underlain by Cubonifetous rocks of which the lower 
beds are chiefly shales and sandstones and the higher beds, shalc:s and 
limestoocs. NOrtheast Missouri i5 underlain by massive:, crystalline, cherty 
Mississippian Iimesrone. The overlying till consiSis of soil material from 
the north mixed with local ground up shales, sandstones, and limestones. 
The Lindley loam varies in its physic2.1 ptoperties ftom a fine sandy 
1= 10 a silty day, dc:pc:nding on the till and the degrc:c: of erosion. The 
topognphy varies from geudy rolling to hilly and erosion is excessive on 
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the Steeper slopes. Only about ~O percent of the land is in cultivation 
due to the topogDphy and it has low natural fertility because of irs low 
organic matter and phosphorus coment. The hilly topogDphy has caused 
little horizon differentiation and, in some cases, severe erosion has ex-
posed the subsoil. 
The samples used in this investigation we~ collected from a site ap-
proximately l~ miles north of Columbia, Mo., in the northwest qw.ner, 
Section 18, Township ~O, Range 13. The soil was located on a vi rgin, 
wooded region adjacem to worked·our coal strip mines. The parent mao 
terial wa5 conside~d to be till, with the possibility of a small amount of 
loess in the A, hori~on. The origin of the till was indeterminable. Pos-
sibly, {he pllem material comained local limestone and shale mixed with 
the other tDnsported soil materials. The topography of the area was 
sharply rolling but the sampling site "Was at the center of a rather level 
$mill knoll. 
The surface soil to a depth of 3 inches was a grayish brown loam ~ 
had a single·grained struCtUre. The B, horizon down to a depth of 18 
inches was a gDnular yellowish-brown clay loam which gDded lmo a 
slightly heavier BI horizon mottled with yellow and gDy to a depth of 
28 inches. The lower subsoil was yellowish-brown sandy clay, streaked 
and mOttled SDY. At a depth of 12 feet, calcareous concretions were clear-
ly visible. 
Seven samples were taken which were thought to be: representative: of 
the vuious horizons and subsoil variadons. Colors lYere determined in 
the narur:a1 condition, using a Munsell Color Chut. 
Description of the Samples: 
. 1 A ·0· 3 inches 
.2 B, - 6 ·18 incha 
.3 B, ·18 -28 inches 
." S fut 
.s 1 {«t 
.6 12 lUI 
.7 I" f«t 
IOYR'I , g<":lyish brown lo~m 
IOYRs/, yellowish brown cby loam 
IOYRS/ 8 monied yellowi, h brown clay 101m 
IOYR5/ 6 monied yellowish brown s1ndy loam 
IOYR"/ " mottled duk ydlowish hrown s:lndy day 
IOYRAi/ 2 mOttled gr1yish brown sandy day 
IOYR" /" dark yellowish brown h.cterogeneous 
pebbly undy day 
Subsequem to collection of the samples, lumps and aggregates were 
puh'erized in a moist condition. The samples were air-dried. The dty soil 
wu lightly ground SO that aU except the pebbles passed a 2 mm. sieve:. 
It was then bottled and Stored. 
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Mechanical Analysis 
1. PromiUrt 
Mechanical separations of the various fractions were Inlde by means 
of sieves for particles greuer th:an '0 microns in diameter. The pipette 
method <', 48) W:l.S used for finer panicles. 
Dupliote 2Q-pm samples were ueatcd with '0 mi. of 6 percent 
hydrogen peroxide :and w:armcd gencly on :l Steam pine. After sranding 
overnight, 10 ml. of}O percent hydrogen peroxide were -lidded. The sam· 
pies were then wumcd on the stea.m p!ue until all action h:ad subsided. 
Following this o){idation of organic matter, the samples WeT( cooled 
and enough normal hydrochloric :acid WllS added to make the suspension 
acidic to pHydrion paper :at a pH of fout. After le:aving overnight, the 
pH WllS :adjusted :again and the soil was filtered under suction on a Buch· 
ncr funnel, using Whatm:an number 50 filter p:aper. The samples were 
Wllshcd free of soluble nJu and basic exchangeable Cltions with 200 mi. 
of om normal hydrochloric acid. 
Samp les ",,-cre transferred to milk·shake mixer ons with 0,02N sodi· 
um carbonaD: solution :and stirred for 20 minutes to obt:lin maximwn d~ 
persion. The resulting suspension was washcd through a nest of ctlibntcd 
sieves, using a jet of hot distilled warer. The sieves u5-C<i and the corre· 
sponding sizes of their holes were: 
3D mesh - I mOl. 
60 mesh - O.2~ mm. 
I SO mesh - 0.1 nun. 
3000 roesb - O.CH mm. 
Sieves were dried in an oven at ' 0· C and lapped to free any fine 
maa:ria1 clinging to them. The portion remaining on each sieve wu trans-
fetrcd to ""'cighc-d aluminum dishes, dried at 10'" and weighed. The sus-
pension passing through the sieves W:l.S transferred to a sedimentation cyl. 
inder and made up to one liter with more dilure sodium ctrbonate solu· 
don. 
After Shaking up the suspension, a 10 ml. pipette sample W2$ taken 
at a depth ofl0cm. aftel':ll:apse of time calculated from Stokes' L:aw for 
the velocity of free fall of small p:articles. The time for free F.J.1I of the 
particles to a depth of 10 em. was olculated foe tcmpcr:aturcs from 20" to 
~O· C and the proper time used :according to the working temperature:. 
T hese pipette samples were evaporated in a '0· C oven, dried at 10' · C 
and weighed. Samples Ween in this Wlly were 0.02 to 0.005 mm., 0.005 to 
0.002 mm., and less than 0.002 mm. equivalent spheriC:l.l diameter. The 
o.~ to 0.02 mm. f~ction WllS recovered by transferring the suspension Q;) 
a nll·form 600 ml. bcalc:a and removing the less than 0.02 mm. e.s.d. mao 
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terial by the beaker method. The rem1ining sediment (0.0) to 0.02 mm. 
e.s.d.) w,i.S dried and weighed. The weights of the cou se 1nd fi ne: sil t 1Ild 
the: cby we:re: C1lcul1ted Vld recorded. 
The less th1ll 2 micron e:.s.d. fn.etions from the samples were dectfOo 
di:liyzed. to produce hydrogen el1YS. They were then dispersed by tirnl.ting 
with o. IN sodium hydoxide, and se:p1uted into 2.0 to 0.2 micron 1M 
le:ss than 0.2 micron fuctions 1ccording co Marsh1U's (37, ~8, 14) tWO-
layer ce:ntrifuge method. After being centrifuged the cb y Iln.S Aoccubted 
wi th S1tuUted calcium hydroxide solution and Iln.shed until a.ll the gly. 
cerol wu removed. The cbys were then mixed with C01tS(: hydrogen-
51tUn.ted Ambedite: IR-120 in such 1 way th1t the exch1nge C1p1city of 
the Amberlite W1S 1t le:m ten times th1t of the el1 Y. After lc:aving over-
night the Amberl ite: wu filte:red off with fine rayon cloth and the result-
ing hydrogen-s1run ted cbys were nude to volume in a 2,o-ml. volumetric 
Auk. Aliquots were nken to determine the solids by eV1pontion 1Ild to 
determine: the exdunge: capacity. The: 1mount of el1Y in each fractiOfl W1S 
ca.leubted to complete the mech1nial an1lysis. 
Moisture de:te:rmin1tions we:re not made on the origin11 S1mptes but 
loss of weight 1fter preueument W1S measured in sepu1te s1mples. Du-
plicate 2o-gm. samples were given the same pretre1tment 15 the mechani· 
al1n11ysis s1mples up to and including the acid w1sh on the: Buchne:r 
funnel. The "W:lShed soil wu then tnnsferred to weighed l00-ml. beakers, 
CV1ponted, dried 1t 10::i" C 1nd weighed. The: percentage: of the: nuteria.l 
occurring in ach fraetion wu c1lcul1ted on this weight buis. The dried 
materill Wa5 used a5 the source of the silt and 51nd metions for minetlll-
logical an1lysis, whe:reas the: clay sep1r1ted in the: mecru.niC1i analysis W1S 
used for the: X-ny anllysis. 
2. Rplliu 
Results of the mech1nial an1lysis :are in Table 1. All the samples 
gave 1 complete suite of putide sizes, thus confirming the pre:sumed gb-
TAB LE 1 -- MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LINDLEY PROFILE EXPRESSEO AS 
PERCENT OF ORY SOIL AFTER PRETREATMENT 
Eq~lvalent t , , • • • 
, 
La mID. 0 _3·' S_18" 18-28·' tI~" M" 144" l a1" 
z.o - 1.0 1U2 4.90 8.83 :I.n 2.89 4.1. LUi 
1.0 - 0.25 2.98 5.55 8.48 7.20 8.53 8.17 11.10 
0.25 _ 0.1 4. 41 11.72 5.85 8.U 11.58 IO.gl 11.49 
0.1 _ O.O~ 5.97 6. 48 8.40 8.26 11.44 10.50 8.40 
0.05 - 0.02 29.00 19.25 111.52 14.10 13.70 14.04 10.84 
0.02 - 0.005 15.08 13.12 12.98 13.70 13.58 IUS 10.23 
0.005 - 0.002 4.35 t.ll 10.3 1 11.311 11.47 1~.81 0.81 
0.001 _ 0.0002 10.85 18.00 14.18 10.07 11.93 11.09 11.10 
In. than 0.0002 27.10 25.20 18.1$ 24.&4 1&.&0 lt1.78 13.53 
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cial origin of the materi~L The [OP soil, however, (sample 1) comained 
less of the sand fractions and considerably more of the cOO;rse silt (.05 to 
.02 mm.) th:tn the deeper layers. This sugsests :admixture with loess, The 
bulk of which may well have b~n lost by erosion. 
The rarios between the ~rcent:.l.ges of different sand fractions v:uy 
:.l.ppreciably in different horizons of the profile, sample 7 being, as expxted 
from fidd observations, considerably the richest in coarse slnd particles. 
Sand lenses aIC' not uncommon in glacial depoSits. 
No major day accumubdoll was found in the profile, suggesting that 
at this site the soil was young in development. The mineralogical study 
confirmed this dedunion, as will m: seen bIer in the rext. 
P reparation of Soil Foctions and of Standuds for Smdy 
1. Sill and Sand Fractions 0/ rk Lindley Soil 
The dried soil samples from the determination of the loss on pre-
treatment wieh H,O. were wet!ed and transferred to 600-ml. tall-form 
be:i.kers. The suspension was made alkaline with sodium hydroxide and 
filled to a H)-cm. depth. Thc less rhan 2-micron clay fraction w:.IS removed. 
by successive sedimentations and decantarions and the liquid was dis-
carded. The remaining silt and sand was tre-ated to remove the iron oxides 
according to the method proposed by Jeffries (30). 
The method depends upon rhe face that nascent hydrogen, which is 
produced by the re-action of metallic magnesium in the presence of a solu· 
tion of pot1lssium oxalate and oxalic acid, reduces and dissolves the ferric 
iron in the sample. Following treatment, centrifuging, and washing, the 
clay-size material was again removed by successive sedimentation and de-
cantation. The dean silt and sand mixture was separated into 2 to '-mi-
cron,5 to 2Q.micron, 20 to 50-micron, 50 ro 2'0·micron, and greater thm 
250-micron e.s.d. fractions by sieving and successive decantations as OUt-
lined in the procedure for mechanical analysis. 
The procedure used for specimen prepararion w:.IS the one given by 
Phillippe and White (47) and Graham (20). Sodium fluoride w:.IS mixed 
with the samples as an internal standard ro compare with known mix-
tures of quam, microcline, albite and sodium fluoride. Additions of 2~0 
mg. of pov. .. deted sodium fluoride were made to each gram of sample. The 
samples were: mixed by grinding in a mechanical grindee e<juipped with 
a mullite mortar and pestle. The finest fraction rended to ball up afTer a 
short mixing time due to its hygroscopicity. To get good mixing, these: 
s:unples were dried md ground three times for 10 minutes. 
A longer grinding period was nc:<:essary for the coarser si lt and sand-
Size fractions since iT was desirable to have a pltticJe size of less than 5-
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micron e.s.d. to get optimum X.ray diffraction characteriStics (1). The 
grinding and mixing was assumed to be satisfactory whe:n the: material 
appeared to ball up as in the: 2 to ~-micron fraction. The samples were 
then bottled, dried and Stored. 
2. Standard Qllart~.FtldJpar MixtlirtS 
The set of stand:l.rd mixtures supplied by Dr. E. R. Graham were 
compose:d of optically pure feldspars obtained from Ward's (~6) and a 
sample of Arkansas crystal quam obtained from Dr. W. D. Keller. These 
mixrures contained the following proportions of each mineral to give 1 
gm. of sample. 
Pmmt Quartz Ptrant Alhi/~ Pmml MimKJi," 
• 100 
b 90 ~ ~ 
, 
d 
, 
r 
80 
70 
60 
lO 
10 l' 
20 
" " 
10 
l' 
20 
Two hundred and fifty mg. of powdered sodium fluoride had been 
added to each sample as an internal standard. Mixing was accomplished 
by grinding for twO hours in a chemical grinder with intermittent oven-
drying periods. 
j. Gay Fr«ti(!1U of t~ lindky SoiL 
Enough of each suspension of hydrogen-saturated day to give a tool 
of ~oo mg. of day was removed with a pipette and placed in each of twO 
l~O-ml. Erlenmeyer flasks. From the known exchange capacity per 100 
gm. day, the proper amount of o.413N powsium hydroxide ~ added to 
one: fusk in order to oboin a powsium·sarurated day. Similarly, a c:alcu-
lated amount of powdered. magnesium oxide was added to me other fb.sk 
to obtain a magnesium·saturated day. T he suspensions were brought to 
a boil and heate:d for ten minutes to e:nhance: the e:xchange reaction. All 
except twO of the magnesium·saturated days had a final pH near 7.0. 
The suspensions \I,·ere transfe:rred to tOO·ml. volumetric flasks, made 
to volume with distilled water, and the r~sulting O.~ percent suspensions 
were Stored. in Erlenmeyer flasks. 
The procedure used. for X-ray specimen prepwltion was essentially 
that proposed. by Talvenhe:imo and White (~4 ) and consisted of ,he prepa-
ration of day films on microscope slides which could be used directly. 
Since srandard microscope slides were tOO long to fit the X.ray equip-
ment, the slides were CUt in half by scratching with a file and breaking 
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them. Gummed labels .... ere placed on one end of the surfue and a thin 
film of DeKhotinsky vacuum stop<ock grease was placed on the slide 
along the edge of the label. After several trials, this was found to be the 
mOSt s~ti sfactory material to prevent liquid from running over the label. 
DesicClltors were prepared with a saturated zinc chloride solution in the 
bottom ro give an atmosphere of 10 percent relative humidity (54). Each 
of the pre£»red slides .... as placed in one of the daicClltors :and the sus-
pensions were deposited on the sJidcs in such a way that there wu 1 mi. 
per square inch of expo$ed sumce. The dessiClltors were covered :and left 
until all the liquid had eV2porated from the specimens. 
4. Rrftml(t Clay MintTitls 
Three clay specimens included in the American Petroleum Institute 
Project 49 (2) were chosen as reference minerals. Th~ kaolinite (nmple 
number Hg) was a weU-crysral!ized specim~n from Maa Alta, N. M., as 
supplied by Wuds Natunl Scie:nce: Establishment (56). The refe:re:nce: 
spe:dmcn of illite (21) .... as from Fithian, III. (Ward's sample H-3). This 
was a dioctahedral mica. The montmorillonite was Ward's bentonite:, 
nmple H-28 from l ittle Rock, Ark. (H ), a reasonably pure: speci men 
.... ith X-ny diffraction :and chemical chanctc:ristics of a calcium-saturated 
montmorillonite. The re:spective: adon exchange: capacitics, as given in 
A.P.I. repon: No. 49 (2), arc: kaolini te: Hg, 6.8 m.e.ll00 gm.; illite H 3), 
2) m.e.llOO gm.; montmorillonite: H28, 92 m.e:.I100 gm. 
The kaolinite:, illite, and montmorillonite samples were dilaggrcgated 
by gentle uitun.tion in water with a mortar and pestle. The slurries of 
kaolinite and illite were nude alkaline with sodiwn hydroxide and stirred 
in a milbhake: mixer for 20 minutes. The coarse mlltc:rial .... as separated 
and discarded by succcssive 24-hours, 10 em. sc:dimenr:ations and deano· 
tion of the suspended mllterial. The montmorillonite sample was washed 
with 0.02N sodium c:arbonate saludon in the cenuifuge until dispersion 
occurred in order to remove exchangeable calcium. It W:IS then made al-
kaline with sodium carbonate and stirred in the mixer (or 20 minutcs. 
The couse material was removed as outlined for kaolinite and illite. By 
c:alculation, these samples were less than 1.15 microns e.s.d. 
These clay suspensions .... ere then handled in 1I manner idauical .... id! 
that used for the clays from the lindley soi!. Exchange capacities .... ere 
determined and specimens o( the: K- and Mg-saturated clays .... ere prcpan:d 
for X-n.y examination. 
X-ray Diffraction Procedure 
1. GtturaL 
X·ray analysis is bued on the diffraction of rays of suinble wave 
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length by atomic planes according ro th~ Bragg equation n ;\, = 2d sin ! . 
Th~ fund1menw theory has been described in trC2tises by Bngg (13), 
Buerger (16), and Bunn (17). The chancterinic reflections ue meuured 
as 1 lunCtion of the angle from which the int~rpl1n:u spuings m1y be 
C1kulated. Th~ intensity of the reflection is 11s0 import1nt, since it is 
determined by the chu:Kteristics and number of atoms in the given phme. 
For a fme powder with completely random orienution of p:mides, a 
single reflection fonns a conical surface. In the instrument employed here, 
the measuring device was a Geiger. Muller rube, mechanically opet2ted so 
as to int~rsect possible refleedon cones in an arc from 30 to about 1~00. 
Since th~ Geiger rube wu opc:r:ued at 1n angulu speed twice that of the: 
sample, the angles muked on the recording papa corresponded ro Bngg 
angles 2 8 x Published tables (53) can be used ro convert them to din 
val~s in KX or A units. 
The panern showing the interpianu spacings and reflection intensi· 
ties was characteristic of a crysnlJin~ species and could therefore be used 
for identification. In mixrures of tWO or more crystalline materials, the 
chancteristic patterns are superimposed 1nd, ideally, the intensities of 
reflection rdative to those of a pure sample may be used for quantitative 
determination. 
2. Optralion of 1m Unil 
A coppc:r'lnode X-ray tube WlS used in a North American Philips 
X.ray Diffractometer (60) and the diffraction patterns were recorded with 
a Brown recorder. The unit wu adjuSted to 3' kilovolts and l' milli· 
lmpc:reS across the X-ny tube. I t 90'1$ allowed to "","um up" 20 to 30 
minutes or until the current remained constant. The radiation was col-
lim:ued by passing through slits giving a 10 beam arc before impinging 
on the sample. A nickel filter on the Geiger rube lbsorbed most of the 
continuous X·radiation but transmitted the chancteriscic e u K lnd K 
rldiation with an average wave length of U418 A. The Geiger rube was 
operated at l scanning speed of 10 per minute. The impulses were reo 
corded It various couming rates, depending upon the material and the in· 
formation desi red. The chart speed in all cases w:n 1 em. per minute. The 
perform1nce of the unit was checked periodicllly by scanning the Strong 
qUlru reflection It 26.6°. 
Th~ reference cb.y minerals and the Lindley samples of 2.0 to 0.2·mi-
eron and less than 2-mieron e.s.d. "9-'ere all prepared as thin films on glus 
microscope sJides. These slides wert placed in the diffnctometer lnd ex-
posed to X.rays over ~rious ranges of the angle 28. The time was con· 
Stant and the scale faCtor was set at various va.lues to get a good on-scal~ 
pattern. For the reference mineflis, the counting rate was decreased to 
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keep the pe:lks from going off rhe plper. In one case :I. setting of 32 - 0.6 
- 2 had to be used. 
T he patterns produced were indexed with the corresponding inter-
pbnar spacing and the unknowns checked againsT rhe reference patterns. 
The intensities of the refienions of the unknown samples W(fe compared 
(0 ge! rhe r(hdve amounts of the clay minerals present. 
The st:MIdard quarc:z-feldsp:ar mix[Ures and the l indley slmpies, after 
having been mixed with rhe sodium Huoridt, were fY.1cked into aluminum 
holders according (0 the method of McCreery (33) . The sodium fluoride 
pe:tk at 2.32 A and rhe guanz peak :at 3.3~ A were run at a sening of 16 _ 
1 - 4. 
The intensities of the rdlections were measured as peak heights. The 
mio of the height of the quarn: peak to the sodium fluoride peak of t~ 
standuds w:lS calculated and plotted against thl': percent quartz in chI': sam· 
pll':. Thl': peaks weI"(': run four times on the saml': mount and run tWO days 
in succession. The sampll': mounts Wl':rl': rl':madl': fivl': timl':s and the pro-
cl':dure repe:lted. Ratios in all these cases were ploTted, giving a scatter 
diagram. T he heighl of the quartz line was plotted directly against per· 
cent quartz in the standard to give a comparison. This procedure was n:· 
peated for the albite and microcline peaks, using a setting of 2 ~ 1 - 8. 
The line of beSt fit was constructed on the resulting scatter diagram, giv. 
ing the relationship between peak height and percent composition. 
The peaks of the unknown were run three times or more to g<:t 
checks on each sample mount and the mount was remade twice or more 
until checb were again obr:tined. The peak heights were avenged and the 
points on the standard curves determined which corresponded to these 
peak heights. These points then gave the percent quartz, albite and mi· 
cwcline in the unknown sample. A table was then constructed giving the 
percent of these minerals in each sample. 
3. IWuits with Sland4rd Quartz-Feldspar MiX/lim 
The equations of the straight lines connecting peak heights (y) and 
percenrages of known mineral spe<:ies (x) were: 
For quartz y = 1.20 + 1.91 x 
For microcline y = 2.34 + 0.3'8 x 
For albite y "" 2.76 + 0.55 x 
The quartz data were for mixtures containing '0 to 100 percent quartz. 
Those for albire and microcline each covered the range' to 2' percent. It 
will be noted rhat the sensitivity of the method w:lS greatest for quartz 
and that microdine gave a less prominem peak than albite. 
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4. R!Jllit.J with Rijtrmct to Clay Minerals 
H-9 Kaoiinitt: The X-r~y diffucdon patterns of kaolinite did not 
change when rhe sample was saturated with K, Mg or glycol. This coo-
formed to the established concepts of its structure and X-ray diffrllction 
characteristics (21, 61, Chapter II). The basal (001) spacings were the 
only ones obtained, giving d(OOl) = 7.20 A, d(002) = ;.58 A, andd(003) 
= 2.'1 A. Well-crystallized bolinite should give d(OOI) = 7.14 A, and 
poorly crystallized and fine-grained bolinite have been found to vary from 
7.20 A to 7.3 A. Brindley (61, Chapter II) states that this may be due to 
a small degree of hydration but. when the same slide was heated to '00° 
C and soaked for 30 minutes, the position of t he peak did not change. 
This effect may also be due to the use of a high time constant in running 
the sample since it was observed that quartz po:ak was displaced slightly 
toward higher angles (2@) at higher time conStant values. 
The (001) spacings decreased in intensity linearly from (001) to high-
er orders. This is in agreement with the published values (61, Chapter II). 
Kaolinite decomposes to an x-amorphous state at a tempo:rarnrc somewhat 
less than most chlorites. T his has been used as a diagnostic criteria for 
their separ~tion in mixtures (61, Chapter II). However, Bradley (11) has 
emphasized that some chlorires will decompose at lower temperatures and 
that extreme caution ha.s to be: used in using this criterion. The heating 
treatment in this case reduced the height of the bolinite: peaks but did 
not remove them completely. 
H-28 M ontmorilkmitt: The potassium satur:ated sample gave a pattern 
consisting of =nti~lIy one peak or band, the basal spacing, ranging from 
11m A to 11.95 A. This was attributed to a mixture of minenls of (001) 
at 10 A and 14 to l' A, and may have been either of two eases of mixed-
layering cited by Brown and MacEwan (61, Chapter XI). If there is segre-
gadon of rhe miner:als into zones, bands will occur whose shapo:s depend 
on the distribution of the various hydr.l.tes. Since the X-ray reflection oc-
curred in a rat her definite peak, it was assumed that rhis was a ase of 
r:andom intersnatification of different hydration States. 
When g lycol was present in the: K-saturatcd e1ay, the peak was at 
17.0 A. Barshad (4), hov,ever, found that a K montmorillonite, when 
solvated with glycerol, had a b~sal spacing of 14 A or an interlayer ex-
pansion one glycerol molecule thick. The second peak was at 8.67 A and, 
since this value was slighrly higher than the olculatcd montmorillonite, 
(002) = 8.' A, it WolS thought that 2 small amount of random intersuati-
fication had occurred. 
The Mg-saturared cby, examined at rhe same counting rare as the 
K-cby, gave a peak which went off the scale at about l' A and did not 
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give :on (002) peak. When $ltur:ued with glycol, the peak shifted to 17 A 
:md a counting rate of 32 - 0.6 had to be used to bring it on sa.k The 
(002) ~ in the calculated position :ond indioted that there was essential· 
Iy no mixing of hydrates according ro the Brown-MacEwan interpretation. 
It was therefore concluded that when a Mg-mommorillonite is saturated 
with glycol, there is essentially no occurrence of a collapsed bttice. 
Another K-mOlltmorillonire slide having no glycol present wu given 
the heat «eatment used foe kaolinite (500· C for 30 minutes). The pat-
tern showed that <:ssemially all the imerlayer water was removed, since 
the lattice had collapsed to 10.05 1.. Broad (002) and (003) pealu were 
apparent at 4.98 A and 3.28 A, respectively. It was also observed that the 
(003) reflection was more intense than the (002). 
H·3J HJift: The potassium-saturated illite gave a pattern showing the 
(001), and (002),:ond (003) peaks at 10.40 A, 5.01 A, and 3.35 A, respec-
tively. The spacing for the (001) wu slightly greater than that reported 
in the literature (61, Chapter V) and this could be rcconci1e-d by examina-
tion of the broadening of the peak. There wu some random mixing of 
the 10 A b)-ers with hydrated byers which showed up as a broadened 
peak tailing off toward lower angles. Talvenheimo and White (54) hld 
evidence for the occurrence of mixe-d layering in their sample of Fithian 
iIlire. Mg-saturared illite gave a sharper (011) peak at a slightly more 
collapsed position, 10.16 A. As with K-illile , the (002) and (003) rcHee-
tions wcre apparent at 5.01 A and 3.35 A, with the (003) slightly 
more intense: than the (002). U~n s.aturarion with glycol, the spac· 
ing did not change from 10.16 A but the intensity was decreased.. 
When the K·illite was heated, the peaks were much more intense than 
those of the K-montmorillonite. The (001 ) spacing W25 10.16 A as com· 
pared to thc unheate-d sample, 10.40 A, and Wl$ the same as the Mg-illite 
and the heated K-montmorillonite. The (002) and (003) of rhe heated 
sample were also in the same positions as in the unheated sample. 
MixfurtJ "/ fhl Rt/trtna CUlY Mint raJs: Mixtures made by pipening 
aliquot! of the suspensions of the Mg-$aturared pure minerals were run 
in the same manner as the other samples. The diffnction paw:rn of the 
mixture of 2' pc:rcent quam, 25 pc:rcent kaolinite , 2' percent illite, and 
25 percent montmorillonite wu a composite of the patterns of the in· 
dividuals. The: strong quam peaks wcre at 3.3' A and 4.29 A and the lint 
and second order kaolinite peaks were at 7.20 A and 3.'9 A. The illite and 
montmorillonirc peaks were nOt apparent but there was a plateau extend-
ing from 10.16 A to 1l.63 A, followed by a series of peaks up to 15 A. 
This W25 thought to be a situation where ~oning of the various hydrates 
of montmorillonite occurred randomly mixed with illite. When the sam-
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pic W:l5 saturated with glycol, the montmorillonite 1nd illite pales were 
resolved into their proper positions, 17.3 A 1nd 10.28 A. However, there 
W1S 1 low pl1teau cxtending from 8,~9 A to 9.'1 A, The former d spKing 
corresponds to 1 c1kulated (002) of montmorillonite. This plateau mly 
be expl1ined by a random type of mixing giving diffraction cffects be· 
t Ween the (001) of illite 1nd the (002) of montmorillonite. The broad 
bue of the B~ A peak probably corr~ponded to the (OO~) reflcction 
from illite since it !Crru.ined in the mixture containing no qlUttz. 
The p1ttern of the mixture, 2' percent kaolin, 2' percent illi te, )0 
percent montmorillonite, had an intense, pronounced pe2k at 14.5 A 
which extended down to a small shoulder occurring in the 10 A regioo. 
When th is s1mpie was ue1cca with glycol, the pe1ks were adequately 
separated. and the montmorillonite (001) peak 1t 17. ' A went off the 
chan. The 10 A illite peak was not well outlined. A broad pak occurred 
at the montmorillonite (002) position and two peaks were appuent, 
5.72 A :md B6 A. If the 10 A peak h1d been shown to be more highly 
developed, the ~.~6 A peak could have been accounted for 15 the (OO~) 
mica pak. To correspond to the (OO~) montmorillonite peak, a shift to 
3.' A would be needed. The pe1k at 5.72 A corresponded to the (003) 
spacing of montmorillonite. Similady, the (002) of montmorillonite occur· 
red at 8.67 A. It was concluded thn this sample COntained 1 random mix· 
cd·layering of montmorillonite 1nd illite since the higher orders of both 
showed up, 1nd since there were spurious diffnccion effects between the 
montmorillonite (002) :and the illite (001) peab. 
The theory of mixed layering is invaluable in that the occurrence of 
lnnds of plat(;lw :md displaced peaks can be :tnalyzed or at least recogniz· 
cd. The occurrence of these effects in t he p1tternS of the pure mineM 
1nd in the synthetic miXtu.t:Cs was surprising :and it would 1ppear that the 
complete absence of mixed layering would be the exception r;uher than 
the ruk 
RESULTS ON LIN DLEY SOIL FRACTIONS 
X . ray Enmination of San d and Silt 
The five fractions were run on the diffractometer under conditions 
identical to those of the st1ndards. The results of the qw.rrz determina· 
tion are given in Table 2. The peak heights of four repetitions of the 
S1me specimen mount were aVCf1ged with those from twO or three sepa. 
rate mounts and the corresponding percent quartz 'm.S selected from the 
stand:ud curve. 
The most strilcing aspect of these figures was the fxt dut the amount 
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. TASLE 2 ._ 
, 
• 
• 
• , 
Sample 
Number , 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• , 
TASLE 4·· 
Sample 
Number , 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• , 
0.002 to 
0.005 mm. 
2.8 
U 
... 
>.0 
.., 
>.. 
0.00210 
0.005 mm. 
5.(1 
••• 
... 
... 
'" , .. 
" ..
" 34.5 
t 
• 0.02 mm. 
6.1 
'.0 
.., 
••• 
' .0 
'" U 
0.00510 
0.02 "u". 8.0 
'" .0
.. , 
... 
.., 
, .. 
" 86.5 
80.5 
" 19.5 
88 .5 
0.05 mm. 
7.4 
'.0 
12.2 
'.0 
lL.4 
••• 
'" 
0.02 to 
0. 05 mm. 
8.9 
.., 
11.2 
.. , 
11.1 
' .0 
••• 
" 70.5 
" 
" 
" ..
rRACTIO:;S or TIlE 
0.05 to 
0.25 mm. 
3.5 
••  
'" ... 
' .0 
••• ..,
0.05 to 
0.25 mm. 
7.'1 
.., 
' .0 
, .  
••• 
.. , 
.., 
0.25 mm. 
2.9 
'" ••• 
.. , 
'" 
'" U 
0.25 mm. 
S.8 
'.0 
10.9 
18. 5 
.., 
1&.2 
... 
in the 2 ro 5 micron fraction was low; in all but twO cases it was less 
than one·half of the amount in the 0.05 (0 0.2' mm. fraction . There ~ 
a gradual incre1Se up to a maximum in the .0' to .25 mm. fraction in all 
of the samples except 7. These differences were tOO large and (00 regular 
to be attributed to experimental error. 
The feldspar contents of the different size fractions are repotted in 
Table 3 (Albite) and Table" (Microdine). These figures were obtained 
in the s~me manner as the quartz values by reference to the respective 
standard curves. 
Both albite and microdine were present in SJrulller amounts in the 
2 to , micron fractions than in the coarser fractions of all the samples. 
TABLE 5 --
Sampl, 
Nwnbu 
I , 
, 
• ,
• , 
0.002 to 
0.005 mm. 
407.' 
5$.7 
55.' 
40.& 
35.5 
42.' 
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0.00510 
0.02 mm. 
85.1 
78.2 
8U 
75.1 
75.4 
64.1 
! M 
0.02 10 
0.05 mm. 
03.3 
n.2 
1011.9 
115.2 
101.5 
$2 .11 
82 .4 
0.0510 
0.25 mm. 
os.y 
102.1 
11&.9 
118.0 
93.6 
115.1 
e6.5 
" 
FRAcnOSS OF 
0.25 mm. 
11.1 
81.2 
M.' 
102 .2 
110.1 
83.5 
56.6 
This is in line with the findings of Marshall (39) and Truog tl aJ. (~~) 
who showed that the amount of feldspars increased with increasing size 
from 2 to 10 microns in five different soils. The maximum amount occur· 
ted in the 0.02 to O.O~ mm. and O.O~ to 0.2~ mm. fraCtions in all the =. 
pies except one (number 6) where it occurred in the groter than 0.25 mm. 
fraction. 
There was no big difference in the feldspar contents between the 
same size fractions from the different horizons. However, the twO sur&ce 
horizons had a slightly larger amount in the 2 to 5 micron fraction than 
did the underlying material. Mixture of loess with the till and a low de· 
grtt of pedochemiCllI weathering were suggested by these results. 
The sums of the quara, ?lbite, and microcline contents of each frac-
tion were calculated. They arc listed in Table ,. Several fractions had a 
total of over 100 percent but the 0.02 to O.O~ mm. fraction of sample 3 
was rttun several times without a.Ircring the results. A vtty Striking aspect 
of these figures is the low toral obtained in the fine fractions. Inspection 
of the complete diffrac tion patterns showed that no peaks were apparent 
other than those of quara, albite, microcline, :and sodium Auoride. There 
may have been small amountS of the day minerals present which would 
not be resolved on the X-ray patterns but it would be difficult to attribute 
~O percent of the fine fraction to this effect. 
X-RAY EXAlIollNATION OF LIN DLEY CLAY FRACfIONS 
Co?.rse Cl?y (2 to 0.2 micron) 
The X-ray diffraCtion patterns showed that kaolillite, illite, montmor-
illonite. quara and feldspars were present. Because of the presence of illite, 
whose third order reAenion comes in the same position as qlW"CZ, it was 
difficult to assign a definite value for {he amount of quartz. The coarse 
clays were run at a lower counting rate than {.he fine clays and the in-
tensi t ies multiplied by the amplific2.tion factor wete compared to give a 
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rough estimate of the amounts present. When this was done, it was found 
thit the sum of the montmorillonite, illite, and bolinite in the coarse 
clay fr:.l.ction was greuer than 100 percent.·Two reasons were suggeSted 
for this phenomenon: the clay minenis in [he co:m;er fnetion were better: 
ctysnllized and gave stronger reflections for a given amount present and, 
bec:.l.use of the nature of the mixing, the shapes of the pe2ks of montmor-
illonite and illite were not proportional to the amount in the less thm 
0.2 micron fraction. Therefore, the amounts of the miner:.l.ls could only 
be relative to one another within the coarse fnction. 
The maximum amount of bolinite occurred in Sample 4 and the 
maximum amount of illite was in Sample 6. Table 6 gives the relative 
intensities of the peaks from these tWO minenis. 
These intensities were obtained by multiplying the peak height by 
the amplific:a.tion factor used when the pattern was made. Montmorillonite 
occurred ill signifiant amounts in all but Sample 7. However, it was nOt 
included in T:.I.ble 6 because the shapes of the peaks differed gready. A 
different manner of sucking and/ or a different degree of ctysnlliniry, or 
non-uniform sepantion of the twO size fnctions could account for this 
effe<:t. 
TABL~':'~-~_~~;~~~~~~OF THE M~ERALS IN THE 2 TO O.Z MICRON 
, 
, 
• 
• 
• ,
Fint Gay r< 0.2 mim)n): 
" 
" ..,. 
,. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
'" 
" 
'" 
" 
" 
" 
'" 
" 
Sample 1. The pattern of The K-saturated cby showed that in :.I.ddi-
rion to the miaceous rru.terial there was a small amount of kaoliniTe. The 
(001) reflection at 7.31 A indiated that it was a paody crystallized type 
wirh the probability of some inrerlayer water:. If this expbtucion is valid, 
then the Brown-MacEwan curves could be used, showing th:.l.t there was 
approximaccly 10 percent of the bolinite in the hydrated st::l.cc. The pas-
sibiliry of chlorite was ruled out bee:ause there was no chlorite (003) peak 
at 4.7 A :.I.tld there was no apparent 14 A peak on the pattern of the hot-
ed K -c1ay. The (001) and the (002) reflections of kaolinite were the s:une 
in the K- and the Mg-s:.l.tut:ated samples. 
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In the K-day pattern there was a series of ~ks from 10.4 A to 
17.0 A at the tOp of a plateau and peaks:lt ).01 A and 3.36 A. The 
plateau was similar to that obta.ined .... ,ith the reference day mixture of 
2) percent montmorillonite a.nd 2) percent ill ite. The ~.Ol A and 3.36 A 
reflroions corresponded to the (002) and (003) from the 10 A mica as in 
the reference ItI1terials. The Mg-sarorated ~mple gave a broad peak at 
l~ A extending from about 9 A to 20 A, indicating a mixture of micaceous 
minenls in V1.rious hydr::ation states. The ~ A peak became much br02der 
and lower with a position at 4.93 A. This wu·thought to be the (003) 
reAroion of the I~ A montmorilloni te. The 3.33 A pe2k.s almost disap-
peared bur, since there was a slight shoulder on the basal spacing at the 
10 A position, the small 3.33 A peak could have been the (003) spacing 
of illite. 
The Mg-clay saturated with glyeol gave a patTern having a high, 
wide montmorillonite peak which fell off to a plateau extending from 
7.97 A to 11.33 A with a small peak at 9.94 A. This peak corresponded 
to the curve for random interstratifiC2tion given by MacEwan and Brown 
(61) for the case of a 70 percent montmorillonite and 30 percent illite 
mixture. Apparently this W2S nOt a strict C2SC of true: random interstratifi-
cation since the plateau indicated a zonal mixture giving X-ray interfer-
ence phenomena between the illite (001) and the montmorillonite (002). 
After the heat treatment, the micaceous layers collapsed to 10.28 A 
with the pe2k uiling off toward low angles. This phenomenon has been. 
amibuted by MacEwan (3~) to the presence of non-clay mineral material 
in the interi2.yer position which preventS the complete collapse. The (002) 
and (003) .... ·ere present at ~ .04 A and 3.33 A, tespo::tivdy. The kaolinite 
lines at 7.2) A and 3.59 A were rrw-kedly reduced but were still present. 
Sample 2. The K·sarutated clay gave a pattern very similar to truat 
from Sample I, except the kaolini te peak wu slightly larger. This prob-
ably me2nt that there was slightly more bolinite present a.nd/ or it was 
bener crystallized. The he2ted sample showed diminished peaks and 
broadening of the 10 A. pc2k and the mica (003) more intense than the 
(002). The glycercol.sJ.turated Mg<lay had a slightly sharper montmor-
illonite (001) peak but the plateau frOm 8 A to 11 A -w-as more uniform 
and lower tlun Sample 1. 
Sample 3. The K<lay gave a pattern with the same broad (001) mica 
band but the (002) was absent and the (003) was nOt as intense as in 
Samples I and 2. The kaolinite paJcs were only slightly mote intense than 
Sample 2. The pattern for the Mg-clay showed the strong n A peak and 
a well developed 5.00 A peak while the 3.3~ A peak was absent. The 
montmorillonite (001) peak, when glycolated, was very sharp, and the 
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(002) pc-ak tt 8.42 A was modemdy well developed. There tppeucd ro 
be a $mlIller tmoum of illite present thall in the first two umples. The 
heared K .. e1t)· gave tn (001) peak at 10.16 A with the (003) stronger than 
the (002). The basal spacing pc-ak tailed off to low angles as in thc othcr 
a.ses. In spite of this, thc position of thc heated mica (001) peak and thc 
sharpness of the montmorillonite (001 ) and (002) peaks suggeSted that 
there was less amorphous interJayer mlIterial and that thc montmorillonite 
was crystalli:zed better than in the first twO samples. 
Sample 4. Thc pattern from the K .. clay showed sharp luolinite peaks; 
thc mica showed (003) but no (002) and the mia.crous material showed 
a (001) band. Ho"WC:ver, Ihc 10 A peak is well defined as compared to the 
previous samples. The Mg·cby gave the samc type of pattern as previous. 
Iy with montmorillonitc (001) and (003), the kaolinite peaks present and 
the 3.3' A peak missing. The heatcd umple had mica (001) at 9.93 A 
with Ihe (003) more imcnse than the (002). In this a.se the kaolinite 
(002) pc-ak at 3.'9 A wa.s n::moved by the heat treatmcllt and thc (001) 
peak WlIIS diminished. Thc glycoJated Mg<Jay gave a sharp (001) peak 
and a plareau similar to Sample 3. Thc &ct Ihat therc was a sharper peak 
from K .. satunted city, and du.t there was lower mica. (001) spadng from 
the heated sample would indicatc that the montmorillonite was wcll cry. 
stallized. 
Sample , . The K<by gave a pattcrn very similar to that from Sam· 
pie 4 except that the 5 A and 3.35 A peaks wete more pronounced. The 
panero from me Mg<lay showed a more pronounced 10 A shoulder and 
the kaolinite (001) pe2k was sharper than in Sample 4. The bolinite 
peaks were diminished to almost nothing and the mica (001) peaks ",-ere 
sharper in the heated sample than in Sample 4. The glycob.red Mg<Jay 
showed a very sharp montmotillon..ite (001) peak with· the same type of 
plateau in the B A to 10 A tegion as in all the samples. The sharper sec .. 
ond and third order mia peaks and holinite .peaks indicated that the clay 
minerals were better crynallized in the lowet horizons than in those ncute 
the surface. 
Sample 6. The kaolinite peaks were more intense in this sample than 
in any prrnous ones and disappeared completely upon helting the K<.l3y 
sample. The gly<:ola ted sample gave a pronounced 10 J.. peak along .... ith 
the first and second order montmorilloni te peaks. When the pattem given 
by the prepared glye-olated mixture of n percent kaolinite, 25 percent 
illite, 2' percent montmorillonite and 25 petcent quart:z .... as compared 
with that given by the glycolated #6 Mg.c1ay, me twO appeared very simi· 
lar. However. there was no quartZ found in the *6 sample and it was run 
at a higher counting rate (16 .. 0.6 • 2) than the mixrure (4 .. 1 . 4). If 
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Sample 6 were run at 4 - 1 - 4, the heights of the peaks would be ~pproxi­
mately 2.4 times as high as they were in the present duft. 
A number of theoretical reasons may be offered to explain this anom-
aly. Cem.inly the degree of crySt1l.llinity of the reference days was different 
from the unknowns. The refen::ll(e clays were less than 1.5 micron e.s.d. 
~s COmp1red to the less than 0_2 micron size of the unknowns, but an in-
creasc in size in this nnge and :an incre:ase in crystalliniry, :as would be 
expected with the reference materials, usu~lJy tends to increm the diffrac-
tion effccts nther th:an repress them (61. Ch~pter I). The refercncc illite 
:and montmorillonite d:ays might h:avc b«n broken down more readily by 
thc prelimin:ary trc:atmcnt th:an the soil clays. In that nse, 25 percent of 
each would not prescnt . There might have been a m:ajor source of error 
in me prcpantion of the slides; i.e., the montmorillonite formed a byer 
over the bolinite and qu:am: such that X-rays were absorbed by the mont-
morillonite before or after the diffraction effects occurm:!. This effect was 
not apparent in the coarse clay patterns but may have happened in the 
mixtures due to a possible larger absorption power of the reference mont-
morillonite and illi te. Different isomorphous replacements of the consti-
tuent :atoms in the minccous materials may also change Ihe diffl"2cdng 
power of the mincrals (61, Chapter I). 
Sample 7. The K-clay had the same type of p1ttero as the other sam-
ples but the intensities of all the pe:aks were much sm:aller. The Mg-clay 
g:Eve an extremely low montmorilloni te peak and all the others wen:: smill. 
T he heated sample showed the mica first, second, and third orders, and 
the bolinite peak was removed. The glycolated sample also showed poor-
ly defined pe:aks of montmorillonite, illite, and bolinite. The chanctCt-
isrics of the p1ttems were: such that no defini te amoums could be assigned 
to the clay minerals. However, there is probably a majority of monunoril-
lonite with minor amounts of illite and kaolinite. 
Oay mineralogists arc agreed that a quantitlnive analysis of clay min-
erals is inaccurate at the prescnt stage of our knowledge. Figures for the 
amount! of clay minerals in the fine fraction are in Table 7 and mUSt be 
regarded as no better dun semi-quant itative. 
, 
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RtJultJ with Randcmly Oritnted Sp«imms: 
Dry ~nd gire-oiated, randomly oriented powder specimens were used 
to obtain additional X-ny data. A sampk of Ca-sHur:UW., less than 2-
micron day from Sampk 3 W2S prepared. Specimens ""cre made in the 
aluminum holders according to the medlOd of McCreery (33) and X-nyed 
over a noge of 65 dcgr«s 28. The patterns obnined arc shown in Figure 
13. The chlnCteristic clay minenl basal spacingli were resolved very poor-
ly compared [0 those of the oriented specimens. The: steonges! line, at 
3.35 A, and a weaker line, at 4.29 A, werc due to quartZ. There werc: no 
strong bll$al reflections (or the clay minenls from the dry specimens but, 
when glycohrcd. montmorillonite peaks were apparent at 18.03 A and 
8.~8 A. The: 7.20 J.. kaolinite peak was not well developed in dther ~r­
rern and no illite peak was shown. When the complere pattern W15 in-
dexed, it was shown to conain rhe following montmorillonite (hk) re-
f1ecdons : 4A8). (02,11 ); 2.~6}. (20,13); 1.6n }. (3 1,24,U); and a doub-
let, U08}. and 1.499}. (06,33) . The luter double peak Wl$ superim. 
posed on a single broad peak and suggested that the min minenl (mom· 
morillonite in this C1lSe) W1S diocnhednl (61). 
The hea.red K-sarunled, less th:m O.2-micron eby &anions, when run 
15 oriented films, glve ~ttems in which the third order W1S alWllys twice 
as intense 1$ the second order reflection. Using Brown's cJun (61, Olilpter 
V) as all approximation, this bCt showed tha! there was little ferric iron 
in the ocnhedr:l.l positions of the monlmocillonite. Th=fore, since: it was 
di()({llhednl, it was popubted mainly by aluminum. 
Profik DijftrmaJ in X.raJ DijfrtUtirm RDIIJtJ: 
The patterns of the tWO clay fr:l.cdons of the seven samples obnined 
from the solw,ted Mg specimens were set up together for complIison. The 
height and shape of the beidellire (001) peaks al 17 A 'ntied from sample 
ro s:unple in Ihe fine fraction. In general. the poles were sharper at lower 
depths within the profile. There: appea;red to be an increas ing amount of 
alrer:l.tion and mixed-layering in the line fncrion from the lower depthS 
tOWllrd the sud$.ce. A sharp illite 10 }. peak was apparent only in Sample 
6 (12 feet) and above this the illite was incorponted in some manner 
with the beidellite. The kaolinite peak becomes sharper al"Kl higher with 
depth of ~mple 6. 
As in the line fr:l.ction, rhe beidelli te peaks bec:lmc sharper and 
stronger with depth in the 2 to 0.2-micron fraction. There was no indi-
ation of mixed-layering with the illite in any of the samples. This would 
indic:ue thai the particles mUSt be e;o;ceedingly sm:a.ll in order to mi;o; in-
timately ~nd give Ihe channeristic mixed-layer diffraction dfe<:t$. The 
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illire 10 A peak itself became better defined with deprh in the profile as 
did that of montmorillonite. 
The kaolinite peaks increased in intensi ty with increasing depth in 
rhe fine fraction but in the 2 to 0,2 micron clay the maximum occurred 
in Sample 4 (5 feer in depth). There was a definite increase in the coarse 
fraction from the surface: down but there was very little difference in S:un-
pies 4, , and 6. 
Other Determinatio ns o n Clay Fractions 
Diffmntial Thermal Analysis: 
A differential thermal analysis diagram was made on the ume sam-
ple that was used to obtain the powder X.ray diffraCtion pattern. The 
diagram, Figure 14, was madc by E. C. Woodruff, using the D.T.A. equip-
ment in Dr. W. O. Keller's laboratory. There wefe three main character-
istics of the curve. The low temperature, endothermic peaks corresponded 
nicely to the established characteristic:; of G.·montmorillonite with peaks 
occurring ar 1'00 C and 22~0 C (21). The next endothermic peak, occur-
ring at 560 0 C. was at a lower temperature than most montmorillonites 
and occurred at a temperature characteristic of some ill ites. The high 
temperature phase change was characterized by an S-shaped curve begin-
ning about S~Oo C with the maximum exothermic peak occurring about 
940° C. The lack of a ptonounced endothermic peak in this region show-
ed that the m:,uerial probably was nOt trioc tahedral (21). Also. since no 
distinct shoulder appeared at the top of the exothermic peak, there would 
be substitution of AI for Si in the tetrahedral layer. 
T he complete pactern showed such a similarity to that of Putnam 
clay (57) that it W:.lS concluded that the same type of day mineral was 
present here. The X-ny diagrams indicated that the mineral was dioct1lhe-
dral and the D.T.A. patterns that there was substitution in the tetahedr:ll 
layer. Since the illite was present in small 'amounts, its characteristics would 
not have shown up in the D.T.A. pactern and, therefore, the palfern must 
be attributed to the montmorillonite type mineral. 
The overall D.T.A. pattern w:/,s similar to those published by West-
COCt for clays from Putnam subsoil, 10<:55, gumbotil and type beidellite 
and w:/,s :/,Imost identical with the loess clay pattern. From all indications, 
beidellite was the montmorillooite rype of clay mineral in these samples. 
Detrrminati(ln (If Cation Exchangt Capacity: 
Duplicate 2~ m!. aliquots of the hydrogen cby suspension were titrat-
ed to pH 7.' with a O.0413N potassium hydroxide solution, using a Beek-
man pH meter: One ml. of saturated pot'lssium chloride soludo1l was 
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TABLE 8 -- CAT10~ 
, 
• ,
• , 
Kaolinite H_9 
mite H-S5 
Montmorillonite H_28 
I A. P. I. Report. (2) 
2 Grim (22) 
3 Ormsby (48) 
39.1 
24.8 
23.9 
28.1 
15.0 
h p«rlmental 
4.07 
36.1 
71.0 
61.1 
~6.5 
50.8 
41.2 
36.9 
Literature 
6',81 
25.0135.52 24.73 
92.01 
added and the samples were set aside for I hour. The suspension ~ then 
dented to pH 7.0 and the exchange capacity (nc:urr,tliution capacity in 
presence of salt) per 100 gm. was calculated from the total milliequivl. 
lems of potassium hydroxide :and from the concentI'ation of (he cb.y 
suspension. 
The cation exchange ClIpacity of the chys is given in Table 8. The 
exchange o .pacities of the coarse {unions were juSt slightly lower thm 
rhat of the reference illiTe, and the exchange C1.pacities of the fine frac-
tion were between rhose of (he referenee illite and montmorillonite. If 
only these (WO minerals were present, it would be p::>ssible to offer a semi-
quantitative estimation of the twO constituents by considering the ex-
change capacities of the twO references and the unknown (46). It was 
considered very probable that some quartz and kaolinite were present in 
the co:.rse cby rod th:.t some bolinite was present in the fine day. There-
fore, the estimarion would be valueless. Bowever, the exchange capacity 
of the fine days was sufficiently dose to the value for montmorillOllite 
that it is likely that the majority of samples 1 to , were members of the 
montmorillonite gtoup. This is in agreement with the results of the X-ray 
diffraction analysis. 
A comparison of the three cation exchange capacities for illite which 
were tuen from the literature indicated the large vadations whieh were 
encounter~. The methods of analysis were aU different. Titration curves 
were used in the A.P.l. rep::>rts (2), Grim et aI. (22) used the :unmoniwn 
distillation method, :md Ormsby and Sand (46) employed Bower and 
Truog's method (6) , estimating the replaced manganese. However, an-
alyse~ carried OUt by one method and by one operator should be com-
parative. 
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Eimron MicroJrojN Examilwion. 
Samples of fine day « 0.2 micron) from samples 1 and 4 and of 
coarse day (2 micron - 0.2 micron) from sample 4 were examined al 
primary magnifications around 5000 and compared with the three refer· 
cnce clays. Kaolinite was recognized by ilS hexagonal outiine in both 
coarse :lJld fine day. In the coarse clay, euhedral particles, highly opaque 
to electrOns, were assumed fO be quartz. Illite was recogniud as rather 
luge plates of uniform thickncss. The fine fraction con rained considerable 
material resembling either finely divided illite or beidellite. No rod·shapt 
or tubular parridcs resembling halloysite were found, nor were there 
striated laths of the nontronite ty~. 
CONCLUSIONS 
FfOm the mechanica.l analySis it was immediately appareflt that the 
parent material of the diffetent horizons was nor uniform in tenure. The 
surhtc layer (0 to 3 inches) :lJld the layer at 14 feet were both appreciably 
different from the inten·ening byers, {he former conl1.ining more silt and 
tbe: latter more of the coarser gndes of sand .. There wete smallcr di"ffer-
enecs among the intermediue layers. The lack of well marked accumula· 
tion of clay in The subsoil stfOngly indialted that the: whole profile \\"15 at 
:lJl early Stage of development. This could possibly be explained by the f\":-
moval by erosion of overlying loess, traces of which ("an pouibly still be 
detected by the high silt contel1t near the surface. The original till was 
presumably nlcareous, since it must have been derived largely from local 
limestones and shales. It has weathered sufficiendy to have lost itS car-
bonates, but no other deep seated changes are apparent. 
X.ray examination of the sand and sil r fractions showed little varia-
tion in composition wilh depth. Quartz, microcline and plagioclase feld-
Split \\"C1"C recognized. throughout. Their sum accounted. for around 100 
ptrcem of the material coarser than' microns. In the fine silt (' microns 
to 2 micrOI1$), Oo"1ly about )0 percent was thu.s accounted for, yet no other 
constituentS were definitely identified.. Ie seems possible that to A micas 
were present. Characteristically, they give a (.00) fe/teetion in the same 
position as a strong quartz line at ).3' A. The 10 A line might well be 
of extremely low intensity in a randomly oriented. specimen such as that 
examined. In this fraction also, the peaks characteristic of quartz and lhe 
feld spars were broadened, suggesting that peak heightS might afford low 
estimates of quantity. 
It is interesting that microcline showed itself, not only duoughou[ 
the sand and silt. but also in small amoum in the coats( day (2 to 0.2 
" 
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micron). Its abundance attained a mlximuffi in the 0.0' W 0.02 mm. frn-
cion. Albite was not detected in the coarse clay lnd did not ,main 3 per_ 
cent in the finest silt (' co 2 microns). The maximum content was found 
also in the 0.05 to 0.02 mm. fraction. QU:ol.!tz constituted over 20 ~rccnt 
of the coarse clay (2 100.2 micron) and 30 to 50 percent of the finest silt 
(5 to 2 microns), with a maximum of 80 . 90 ~rccnt in the 0.25 to 0.05 
mm. fraction (sample 7 alone c:<cepted). If we apply jackson's concept 
(27,28,29) that easily weathered minerals will be found, if at all,:.lS 
coarser fY,lrtides, while more resistant minerals Will show themsdves also 
in finer fractions, [hen the rcsul!s indi(1t( that the order of we:l.thcring is 
albite > microdine > <juarrz. This, in f~ct, is the commonly accepto:l 
order. The presence of microcline in the coarse clay throughout the profile 
strongly reinforced the conclusion that soil devclopment w~s present at 
an e:trly srage. 
The clay fraction showo:l little variation in properties throughout the 
profile. It was essentially a mixture of a beidellite-like member of the 
monrmorillonite group with kaolinite and illite; quartz and tr:l.ces of feld· 
spar were present in the coarser franion. In the surface and subsurf~ce 
horizons, the X-ray results indicato:l a higher proportion of mixed·layer 
clay. The deeper samples contained somewhat more perfectly crystallized 
material. 
In general, this study has clearly demonstl":l.ted the great value of 
X-tay methods in elucidating the whole mineralogy of the soil. Complex 
mixtures of findy divided minerals on be analyzed, semi-<juanritativdy ~t 
least. The merhod is of gr~t promise in enabling us to follow ch~nges 
from primary rock minerals to products of weathering as the Jafter ac-
cumulate. Thus, many problems of soil form:.l.tion and developmenr be· 
come amenable ro accurate evaluation. By combining these techniques 
with chemical studies of the exchange reactions of soil colloids, the whole 
relationship between the past history and the ptesent agricultural value 
of our soiis should become apparent. 
SUMMARY 
1. Seven samples were: selecro:l from a 14-foot profile of the Lindley loam. 
Quartz, albite and microcline were determined quantitatively in the 
silr and sand fractions and the day mineral distribution was eSlimno:l 
in tWO clay ftactions. 
2. Mechanical analysis showed that the surface soil was contaminated 
with loess. There was only slight clay accumulation in the B horizon, 
indiClting that pedologically this was :.l. young soil. 
3. There were no brge differences between hori:zons in the amounts of 
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quam:, albi te: and microcline: in tbe: silt and sand fractions. 
4. From the: distribution of the: minerals with variation in panicle size:, 
the: order of "II:athering W2S deduced to be :tIbite, microcline:, quartz. 
~. Beidellite-like clay was found to dominate: the: fine: clay fractions from 
all horizons. lUolini te: and illite were also prc:sc:nt. The: illite occurred 
as a mixed-layer mineral with beidellite: in the: twO uppermost layers of 
the: profile. 
6. The: coarse: clay fraction contained quartz. kaolinite and illite, with 
some beidellite: and tr-ace:s of microclinc. The kaolinite and illite peaks 
were less well shown by the tWO uppermost laye:rs than by the unOcr-
lying horizons. 
7. It was concluded that the techniq ues used were likely to be of gTelt 
,·aluc: in runner studies of the: minet:al composition and mode of forma· 
tion of Missouri soils. 
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